LEADERS FOR THE NEXT
AAR - SBL 2017

Congratulations to all Chicago Theological Seminary faculty and students presenting at the 2017 AAR-SBL conferences in Boston!

RACHEL MIKVA
Panelist: Parliament of World Religions Women’s Task Force – A Brown Bag Discussion

CHRISTOPHE RINGER
Presiding over The Ethics of Democracy panel
Presiding over American Political Economy and the Politics of Producing Vulnerable Populations

KEN STONE
Presenting: Writing the Bible on the Bodies of Goats
Panelist: Present and Future of Biblical Studies Part II

SUSAN THISTLETHWAITE
Presenting: Writing for the Internet
Panelist: Faith and Resistance in an Age of Trump

SEUNG AI YANG
Book Panelist: The Irony of Power: The Politics of God within Matthew’s Narrative

JARED BEVERLY
Presenting: Qoheleth’s Queer Negativity

WHITNEY BOND
Presenting: You Gone Wear That?! Fashion, Self-Expression, and Resistance for Queer Black Women and Gender Non-conforming Black Folk in the Pulpit

MELANIE JONES
Presenting: Bodies on the Line: Should Black Women Reclaim the Legacy of Warrior Women of Dahomey?
Presiding Over: The Ethical Dimensions of Truth and Post-Truth

MARSHA THRALL
Presenting: The Suffering of the Lamb: Mark’s Passion, Stephen’s Martyrdom and the Narrative Evolution of Religious Torture as Demonstrated in Scorseses’s “Silence”

WILL ANDREWS
Presenting: The Incarcerated Prophet: Reading Jeremiah 1-20 as Prison Literature

HYONG JU BYON
Presenting: The Unburiable Roaming Jesus: An Apocalyptic, Shamanistic, and Derridian View of Justice

SUNHEE JUN
Presenting: When Ghost becomes Demon: Mistranslation of Unclean Spirit/Demon to Gwisin in Mark

ZACH SELBY
Presenting: In the Shadow of the Tower: Reading the Tower of Babel with Jean-Luc Nancy
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